
 

Tiger Wheel & Tyre is turning up the heat this winter

Latest promotion combines quality and performance from drive time to mealtime

In an unconventional twist, Tiger Wheel & Tyre is adding a little flavour to your drive this winter with a free Alva gas stove to
the value of R450 when you buy any four Continental tyres that are 15 inch or larger.

“We’re always looking at ways to add value to our product and service offerings, and with load shedding being such a
frequent occurrence lately, we thought that we’d add a little sense of convenience to our customers busy schedules by
giving them something useful and apt as a simple gesture of appreciation,” said Farishta Singh – group marketing executive
at TiAuto Investments.

Additionally, this promotional campaign highlights Continental tyres in all its glory by celebrating the brand as it marks an
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incredibly important milestone. As a leading tyre manufacturer, Continental has spent decades testing, innovating and
revolutionising the tyre industry.

Continuing, Singh adds: “Continental tyres are amongst our best sellers and this year as they commemorate 150 years in
the business, we thought it would be a great time to spotlight what makes them such a trusted and popular brand globally.”

From tyres that are expertly engineered to provide comfort, handling and safety in all driving conditions; to quality,
performance and affordability that you’re looking for – Tiger Wheel & Tyre has you covered, on the road and at home!

Don’t miss out on this great deal. And remember, everyone’s a winner! Get shopping now – online or at your nearest Tiger
Wheel & Tyre. Offer ends 31 July 2021.

For more information and a full list of terms and conditions visit www.twt.to or follow the brand on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram using the handle @TigerWheelnTyre

Tiger Wheel & Tyre is committed to providing consumers with expert advice, superior fitment services and products from
leading brands in wheels, tyres and batteries.

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and for the safety of our customers and staff, Tiger Wheel & Tyre continues to implement and encourage strict hygiene

protocols and social distancing across all stores.
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At Tiger Wheel & Tyre, we make auto-fitment our business! We care about your safety and that's why we
offer only the best in quality brands, matched with expert advice and service excellence that's honest,
convenient and affordable.
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